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Introduction 

My Diploma thesis is about creating a suitable content management system, 

designed particularly for school websites. It follows my Bachelor's thesis that is 

about creation of a school web. Within the Bachelor's thesis there was created a 

static website for one particular school. The topic of this Diploma thesis was 

chosen because of the need of more frequent updates and enabling contributing by 

all employees of the school, not only one webmaster. Currently, it becomes more 

and more common to have websites with some CMS, regardless if personal or 

public. The final product of CMS was mutually beneficial, because of the fact that 

the chosen institution is a non-profit organisation and so has not much money in 

its budget, along with the fact that this particular branch of a computer science as a 

subject is very interesting, attractive and challenging for me as I deal with creating 

websites since 2001. From the obvious reasons the further focus of this thesis is on 

CMSs of institutions or companies with lower budget. 

The theoretical part of this thesis aims to collecting mainly the theoretical 

knowledge related to the topic of the thesis gathered from various resources 

including both, printed and electronic forms. However, there is a clear superiority 

of electronic sources that is caused by the recentness and rapid development of the 

chosen topic. Unfortunately, the most of printed sources are obsolete by now and 

so the procedures they contain are not suitable for current usage. The dominant 

electronic (and generally less relevant) sources usage tends to be balanced by the 

greater number of them. Especially in the theoretical part of this thesis I tried to 

have every essential information unit based on at least two reliable sources. 

The practical part of this thesis uses the theoretical findings in practice. Based on 

the research done within the theoretical part, there was created a particular CMS 

for a particular school and the practical part contains a detailed description of this 

process. Eventually, there are listed the results from Ondřej Neumajer's Auto-

evaluating Assistant applied on both, the static (within my Bachelor thesis) and 

new dynamic web. Supplemented by the statistic of web attendance commentary 

through the years 2013, 2014 and 2015; and the results of survey focused on the 

work with and benefits arising from the new CMS for the employees.  
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1 Theoretical part 

At its beginning this chapter describes content management system from the very 

general point of view: where the abbreviation comes from, some history and a 

basic distribution of different types of CMSs, with a further focus on so called web 

CMS that the topic of this thesis is most related to. Furthermore there are outlined 

all possible advantages and disadvantages of web with CMS, or difference between 

static and dynamic websites and their advantages. There are also briefly 

introduced the two basic ways of obtaining some CMS in practice: installing 

existing or coding own one. 

After this general outset the theoretical part of this thesis in its third subchapter 

describes and compares existing particular CMSs selected on the basis of 

sequentially both, worldwide popularity and focus on the given topic - school 

websites. Hereafter there is a chapter that deals with the existing CMS picking 

process further by a collection of some currently available opinions to this 

problematic. 

The notional third part of the thesis theory deals with coding particular CMS on 

one's own. After an introduction containing advantages and disadvantages of this 

decision and outlining the right procedure, there is a description and comparison 

of chosen HTML editors on the basis of their popularity in both, the Czech Republic 

and abroad. The last chapter of the theoretical part provides a detailed analysis of 

the nowadays most widely used general web server's componential set 

emphasizing PHP and MySQL for their important relation with the topic of this 

thesis and supplemented by JavaScript as the very best and most widely used 

client's side scripting language. 

1.1 Content Management System generally 

Content management system or CMS is, according to a group of authors from the 

internet portal Redakční systémy [1], a computer application that enables creation, 

adjustment, search and archiving of digital media, or electronic texts. CMSs are 

usually used for publication of articles, notes, brochures, manuals, and other types 

of texts. However, it is not necessary to use CMS only on the websites, there exist 
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both, online and also offline CMSs for publication of texts, pictures, videos, audios 

and also mentioned websites. 

There can be found many various content management systems through the 

internet. It is generally known that there are two basic ways how to get new CMS - 

obtain some existing through either ordering from some company or individual 

installing, or create/code own CMS through various programming languages. 

According to David Sedláček [2], there are usually three parts of CMS: Front-End 

(the part of the websites that is seen by ordinary visitor), database and Back-End 

(administration). The administration contains of several defined permission levels, 

so called roles that can adjust the content of the web. The main role, according to 

Stanislav Pecho [3], is an administrator, usually web owner, who has an access to 

the management of all the dynamic parts of the web (they can change for example 

articles, pictures, or other users' permissions). 

Each CMS supports various properties, according to its purpose, the basic 

characteristics are identification of individual CMS users and assigning them roles 

(administrator, editor, corrector, ...), assigning roles on the basis of different 

categories and types, the definition of workflow (for example some articles written 

by an author can be published only after an approval of editor and corrector), the 

ability of managing more versions of one text (for example copying articles and 

making their corrections), the ability of text archiving and publishing them only for 

certain category of users. 

Obviously there are much more properties depending on the type of CMS. Each 

type has its own requirements and priorities. The several types of CMSs are, as 

David Sedláček [2] states, Component CMS, Document MS, Enterprise CMS, Mobile 

CMS and Web CMS. There follows brief description of each type ending with more 

extended description of the greatest group that is also the group this thesis covers 

the most, based on The UK's Leading guide to CMS [4]. 

 Component CMS 

This type of content management system, called also CCMS is not as very well-

known as the others. It is specialised for storing smaller items or components of 

the document instead of whole document. The main advantage of this type of CMS 
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is the possibility of use only once stored content all over again in more documents 

instead of keeping copying and pasting and so filling up the server storage 

unnecessarily. The main advantage is an enabling the public to interact with the 

documents without changing its structure or content (for example filling forms and 

downloading documents). 

 Document MS 

DMS is determined mainly for storing and tracking documents, for controlling 

them since their creation till their archiving. This type of management system is 

usually considered as a part of CCMS. It is useful mainly for keeping a track of the 

different versions modified by different users (so called history tracking). 

 Enterprise CMS 

It is probably the second largest group of content management systems nowadays, 

after Web CMS. ECMS is a system determined for managing business, organisation 

or company matters. It serves mainly for managing documents, records, manuals 

and commands for publishing these documents within an intern network of a 

company. ECMS also usually can divide these documents taking into an account 

single departments. 

 Mobile CMS 

MCMS is a specific type of CMS determined for delivering the content to various 

mobile devices, such as mobile phones and tablets. This CMS has a specialised set 

of templates for smaller displays, or displays with different resolutions. They can 

be also adjusted for lower data flow to lower load of mobile network. 

1.1.1 Web CMS 

As Bob Boiko [5] wrote: "If your only problem is to create and maintain a large 

Web site, you have reason enough to desire the strict structure and formal 

procedures of a CMS. Such a system helps you get and stay organized so that your 

site can grow and change quickly while maintaining high quality." 
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According to David Sedláček [2], web content management system, or WCMS, is 

software usually implemented as a web application for creating and managing 

HTML content. It is used for controlling the extended dynamical collection of web 

material (HTML documents and corresponding pictures or videos). It simplifies 

content creation, its controlling, editing and other maintaining functions in the way 

that its users do not need much from the knowledge of programming or markup 

languages for creating web sites by themselves. 

The majority of these systems use databases for storing content, metadata and 

other information files required by the system. The content is also usually saved as 

XML (or, less usually, as other text or data files) for further possibility of its later 

presentation. The content of the web is presented to visitors as a template that can 

be for example XSLT files or smarts. The most of these systems use server side 

caching as a form of saving data for higher performance. The administration is 

usually carried out through an internet browser in very user-friendly and intuitive 

interface so it enables to changing the website content without previous training. 

The only need of someone qualified is in the first phase of WCMS installation that is 

necessary for correct setting of system parameters, installation of component and 

other preparatory work. 

There are three main types of WCMS systems, divided due to the way of 

processing: offline, online and hybrid systems. 

 offline processing does not need a web server, because it pre-process all the 

content before its publication, and this processing is able to export the 

content in a such format that does not require a server to be displayed with 

the template and so properly, they are sometimes called "static site 

generators" (for example: Bricolage) 

 online processing means a necessity of internet server that does partly the 

processing, sites are generated through a web browser; this is the most 

widely used type of web content management systems 

 hybrid systems are a combination of both above - the content is possible to 

create without any web server, or event internet connection, but the final 
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output can be in some of server-oriented languages (for example PHP or 

ASP) 

1.2 Advantages of websites with and without CMS 

Basically, we can divide all websites into two main groups: static and dynamic. The 

definitions of them, from the server's point of view, are, as it is written in my 

Bachelor's thesis [6]: "Static websites are the simpler one – usually created 

through mentioned (X)HTML and CSS. Static means constant, permanent and 

invariable that means they will contain the given data forever. It also means that 

these are not from the server’s point of view complicated for any calculations. On 

the other hand, dynamic websites must contain some scripting language, which is a 

kind of a procedural programming language. The most common of these scripting 

languages are JavaScript and PHP (which goes hand in hand with databases such as 

MySQL)." 

However, for an owner of websites, it is, instead of how difficult is the displaying 

websites process for the server, much more important, if the data on the website 

can be easily changed, or not. As it is obvious from the previous quotation, static 

websites are kind of permanent - they can be updated, but it is much more 

complicated, even nearly impossible for a general user. There is a necessity of 

knowing at least basics in the field of HTML and CSS coding. On the other hand, 

dynamic websites are usually websites with some content management system 

implemented which means the websites contain some user-friendly environment, 

or interface. This environment is determined for adjusting the content of the web 

for those with only basic knowledge in handling with computer. 

The greatest advantage of websites with CMS lies, according to David Sedláček [2], 

mainly in its multifunctionality: there exist many supplements or templates that 

modify the design of web presentation, add new functions and improve user 

interface for clients or target group. Every CMS has its own characteristics and 

offers both, similar and absolutely different functions that are not implemented in 

any other CMS. Basically, the main benefits of CMS are, based on David Sedláček 

[2], Margarette McBride [7] and Wikipedia [8]: 
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 creation, publication, later adjustment and deleting article through web 

interface with a possibility of using some WYSIWYG editor (From Free 

Dictionary [9]: "WYSIWYG = What You See Is What You Get, relating to or 

being a computer system in which the screen displays text and graphics 

exactly as they will be printed") 

 possibility of switching into the Czech language 

 simplified multimedia including 

 system extension through the use of plugins 

 changeability of the design through different templates 

 possibility of adding more administrators and their particular rights for the 

system 

 possibility of a cooperation of more people to create one content 

 websites frame modification straight in the content management system 

On the other hand, there are also some disadvantages of having CMS implemented 

in websites, but they were much more significant mainly in the past, as from my 

Bachelor thesis [6]: "According to Vojtěch Bednář [3] in the past the first content 

management systems were just in an “offline” version which means the related 

programs had to be installed on manager’s computer. This solution was although 

user-accessible (for example easy contribution and differentiation due to the 

particular rights) but there remained many problems: 

 a need of a big capacity of the server even for just static web pages 

 unsatisfying content and graphic design dynamics 

 a possibility of a conflict between more than one program accesses 

 no possibility of any publication planning 

 a high failure rate" 

Despite this, the CMS had been used more and more, because of their strong and 

already mentioned advantages, so now, when there is even the possibility of using 

content management systems online (means stored on the web-server and shown 

as a separate private site on the web) instead of former offline programs, there is 

no doubt about the benefits of CMSs. However, there also remained some 
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disadvantages, no matter how low the importance of them is, these are, as from 

David Sedláček [2]: 

 systems are developed by volunteers, so the code has not to be always 

perfect 

 CMS runs on the much greater number of web presentations, so the 

revealing of security mistakes is easier and quicker, so the probability of 

hacking the websites is higher 

 necessity of understanding of whole system - especially while making code 

adjustments 

 greater demands on server and the database 

 impure code, more difficult processing SEO (search engine optimization, 

from Free Dictionary [9]: "the process of adjusting the content, structure, 

etc., of a website so that it will be displayed prominently by a search 

engine") 

 possible weakening of the system security while using third parties 

supplements 

 necessity of creating own template - while using the download-able ones, 

the websites are usually too ordinary and plain 

Despite all of these disadvantages, still, according to Ondřej Neumajer [10], the 

updating of (not only school) websites is one of the core things to keep websites 

interesting for a longer time, so the possibility of continues changing of the content 

of the web by not only the web creator is one of the biggest advantages that trumps 

all possible shortcomings of a dynamic web. 

1.3 Various existing CMSs for web presentations 

In the case of choosing not to code own CMS, there are many possibilities 

depending on the needs and the budget of the concrete client. As from the paid 

CMSs, there are companies that offer "complete care" (for example pecho-it.cz, 

pcsAgency, Www pro školy, etc.) that means they will not only create unique CMS 

concretely for their clients, but usually they also offer the installation of CMS, 

creation of websites, hosting and domain included in price. Or the companies that 

offer only various "modules" such as text processor, forum, survey, photo gallery, 
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etc. Client can then choose and compose, and so pay only for the desired parts (for 

example nowonet.com). The last group are many CMSs determined for e-shops, but 

these are not important for this thesis. 

The second possibility are free-of-charge management systems, also called Open 

Source platform based CMS. As it is written in my Bachelor's thesis [6] from 2013: 

"the top ten free CMS are currently: WordPress, Joomla!, Drupal, ExpressionEngine, 

TextPattern, Contao, SilverStripe, Umbraco, concrete5, CushyCMS." Despite the fact, 

that this information is quite outdated, the first three mentioned CMSs are popular 

nowadays, too. This could be also seen from the Figure 1 below that shows the use 

of CMS by all websites valid to 1st January 2015. There is also a significant shift 

from not using CMS to using some CMS (mostly WordPress) through the last few 

years that shows the Figure 2. 

Fig. 1 Graph of the usage of particular CMSs by all websites in 2015 [11] 
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Fig. 2 Graph of the general usage of CMS during years from 2011 to 2015 [11] 

As the article written by David Sedláček [2] implies, the main advantage of Open 

Source CMS is great saving of money - no payments for getting or using CMS. There 

is only the necessity of installation and some smaller corrections in code, because 

the main part of the CMS is already written, so it can be processed also by only 

little more advanced user (not necessary a professional). Besides these two, there 

is also an advantage in often upgrades by many fan users. Open Source CMS is 

therefore an ideal solution for everyone, who wants to keep their web 

presentations up-to-date without greater costs. The basic management can be 

handled by ordinary user, too. 

There are the examples of the usage of CMS, David Sedláček [2]: 

 extended company websites 

 classical commercial company websites 

 e-shops 

 intranet and extranet sites 

 websites of institutions, schools and communities 

 websites of non-profit organizations 

 internet magazines, personal websites, blogs, etc. 

Management systems are very flexible. It is possible to use them for static websites 

only for very occasional changes as well. The main precedence of CMS is possibility 

of changing the content of the web very quickly and easily from almost anywhere. 
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1.3.1 WordPress 

As from their official websites, WordPress [12], this favorite PHP and MySQL based 

blogging system was created in 2003 as a modification of b2 cafelog tool by Matt 

Mullenweg and Mike Little. Firstly it was desired for enhancing the typography of 

everyday writing. Nowadays, with its six lead developers: Ryan Boren, Mark 

Jaquith, Matt Mullenweg, Andrew Nacin, Andrew Ozz and Peter Westwood it has 

grown to be used on millions of sites and so it became the largest self-hosted 

blogging tool in the world. One of the proofs of its world-wideness is the fact that 

there exists full Czech support with a possibility to download whole system in 

Czech language. 

According to David Sedláček [2], WordPress is suitable mainly for creating simple 

web presentation of a company. The main advantage of this system is the 

simplicity and pureness of the code preserving XML, XHTML and CSS standards. 

There is also a great number of well elaborated templates, with a full support of 

various plugins. As examples: support of friendly URL, labels and brilliant 

WYSIWYG-based text editor called Texy. This editor is developed by David Grudl, 

Czech developer and it took the second place in CZECH OPEN SOURCE 2007 

competition. Great attention is paid on (X)HTML validity that is very important for 

SEO. Other advantages are simple administration and low level of the server load. 

However, the greatest advantage of WordPress could become one of its 

disadvantages easily - because of its simplicity this system is not determined for 

much extensive web presentations. According to Michaela Horňáková [13], 

WordPress is currently used mainly for managing personal blogs, personal and 

company presentations, small social networks and e-shops. 

According to Cameron Chapman [14] the strengths of WordPress are: "huge 

developer community with plenty of documentation and tutorials available, free 

and paid plugins and specialized themes make it possible to create virtually any 

kind of site with WordPress, user-friendly dashboard for managing content," and 

weaknesses are: "can be overkill for basic sites, a standard installation can have a 

lot of security issues, and is very vulnerable to attack without additional security 
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measures, no official support outside of user forums, where you may or may not 

get an official response." 

1.3.2 Joomla! 

The second currently most spread CMS is called Joomla!. To the history of this 

system, as it is stated on the Joomla! Czech community websites JoomlaPortal [15], 

undoubtedly belongs CMS Mambo that was created by Australian company Miro 

Corporation and in 2001 opened for wider community. It was the world's most 

popular CMS around the Year 2004. In 2005 was Mambo modified by the group of 

developers led by Andrew Eddie and so the first version of Joomla! was created. 

Since then there was great growth in numbers of Joomla! users, nowadays it has 

about twenty leading developers and more than two hundred thousand 

community users and contributors. 

According to David Sedláček [2] the system of Joomla! runs on PHP and supports 

MySQL database. There is a possibility of Czech translations of Front-End and 

synoptic administration. This elaborated administration enables adjustments of 

almost everything, even things that are not possible to adjust through other 

management systems' administrations. Also it is possible to create nice web 

presentation despite the lack of knowledge in the field of HTML and CSS. 

The main advantage of Joomla! is the installation of supplements through 

administration - adding of a new function is easily and quickly done, in three steps. 

There is also great community around Joomla! system, so there could be found 

many extensions and templates on the internet, and support in the case of 

occurring a problem. There are some examples of modules freely retrievable on 

the internet: forums, galleries, community sites, advertising servers, e-shops, etc. 

This system also has brilliant user management and assigning rights system. It is 

possible to assign group rights to each article or module. Users can be then divided 

into groups - for example for those writing updates, writing content, webmasters, 

etc. 

As Cameron Chapman [14] states, the main disadvantages of Joomla!, compared 

with other CMSs, are user unfriendly Back-End, not many themes of a high-quality 
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and that it can be unnecessarily difficult for server computing in the case of  simple 

sites." 

1.3.3 Drupal 

Content Management System called Drupal, as it is stated on its Czech official 

websites Drupal.cz [16], was developed by Dutch student Dries Buytaert in 2001. 

Although this very first developer remained on its place, besides him there are 

other leading developers and over four hundred contributors continuously 

working on this system. However, the greatest benefit is from module developers. 

Drupal is programmed in PHP and it uses MySQL or PostgreSQL database. 

As David Sedláček [2] stated, Drupal has very low system requirements, so it runs 

on almost every hosting. This system consists of modules. These handle with basic 

functions, such as creating the content, sites, forums, surveys, etc. Other modules 

have to be installed, due to the needs of specific clients. The support of Czech 

translation is present in the basic form of Drupal, but many modules are not 

translated. Examples of the best modules are: friendly URL, multi-language web 

with friendly URL support and system of user authorization for assigning rights in 

desired modules. 

The mention worthy function is so called API (application programming interface) 

for programming own modules separately from the main code, which eliminates 

errors in whole system if there are some mistakes in programming own modules. 

The templates are also very easily adjustable in this system. There are some 

presented in the basic installation, but much more of them could be downloaded 

from the internet. Then they can be partly adjusted easily through the 

administration using only internet browser (for example colours, font size, etc.).  

The disadvantage of this CMS is quite confusing interface, the understanding and 

learning how to handle with administration is difficult and it takes time to get used 

to it. According to Cameron Chapman [14], the main disadvantage is the low 

number of themes that are really high quality and all the "theming" system was 

signed as complicated. However, as an advantage Cameron Chapman stated the 

high extensibility of Drupal, because of more than six thousand modules. 
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1.4 CMSs for schools 

As from my Bachelor thesis [6]: "There exists also some kind of CMS determined 

directly for schools". Obviously more of them are in English, or other languages 

and unfortunately without Czech distribution (or localization), as for example 

MySchools(CMS). The impossibility of Czech language is greater problem, as it 

could seem. The reason is that for many (mostly older) teachers it is problematic 

even to handle with using computer, also most of them are not able to understand 

English. The combination of handling with computer and foreign language 

becomes for them an unbreakable obstacle. 

In this chapter there follow a summary of possibilities for general smaller Czech 

school that wants CMS on their websites. To make this summary complete there 

are also described not very suitable options, as for example by Ondřej Neumajer 

[10] mentioned and now obsolete ŠkolníWEB. 

1.4.1 Paid CMSs 

As it was indicated earlier in this thesis, both, Www pro školy and ŠkolníWEB are 

paid projects that include complete care about school web, including everything 

from web design proposing, coding of the web, implementing CMS determined for 

the particular school and training personal. 

The ŠkolníWEB project is an older project, started in 2002 by David Hawiger and 

Martin Grombiřík. As David Hawiger [17] writes himself this project is now 

completely "dead" and so its support. In around 2004, ŠkolníWEB was with fifty 

schools using its services on the top of its glory. As from official websites of the 

project Skolniweb.cz [18], it is constructed for schools. The main goal was to 

enable the possibility of having websites for ordinary users that have no 

knowledge in HTML, etc. The CMS is friendly and with dynamical functions for 

effective creation of desired websites. The implemented WYSIWYG editor enables 

to easily and immediately editing of WWW texts, immediate adding of news, 

creating galleries (with a function for automatic resizing photos), creating new 

sites and other subsections, inserting files for downloading, statistics of attendance 

in all sections, managing users and e-mails, etc. However, as author David Hawiger 
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[17] himself admits, the CMS is now absolutely obsolete and without a vision of 

any further updates. 

On the other hand, project Www pro školy is much more up-to-date. It is a project 

of just4web company that operates on the market since 2005 and, as it is stated on 

the official websites Wwwproskoly [19], they started to develop websites to 

schools after five years of experiences and cooperation with schools, creating 

information system Etřídnice and web catalogue www.seznamskol.eu. They offer 

modules developed exactly according to the client's needs and continuing 

developing with frequent updates. Their services promises CMS for schools; 

modules developed exactly for schools (school cafeteria, studying materials, tests, 

timetable, dashboard, etc.); a popularity of the web from the students and so high 

attendance; more effective communication for school employees, students and 

their parents; consultations during creating websites; modern web presentations 

that use the most up-to-date features; good price; etc. 

By buying paid CMS it is not only getting CMS itself, but also many services that are 

connected with it. However, it is a question for every individual school, if paying 

thousands worth it, compared with so many CMSs that are completely free-of-

charge. 

1.4.2 Website@School 

This CMS was developed from CMS Site@School that is, according to official web 

sites Site@School [20] free-of-charge content management system determined for 

schools, especially for creating teachers' and pupils' personal websites. There is 

also possible to add many extensions (for example guestbook, discussions, news, 

etc.). The interface of this application is completely in Czech language. However, 

after the release of newer Website@School in 2011 the support has ended for this 

application and so the Czech distribution. According to official sites of 

Website@School [21] the use of older Site@School is not recommended anymore 

because of the security reasons. 

Both, Site@School and Website@School, are developed by a group of programmers 

in Netherlands and serves mainly for creating personal sites of teachers and pupils. 
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Besides CMS it is also a teaching tool for students for obtaining knowledge of 

HTML, CSS and working with CMS. 

According to David Hromada [22] the greatest disadvantage of this CMS is that the 

Czech localization does not exist anymore for this up-to-date system. Besides this, 

the administration is confusing and chaotic. Also the design of created websites 

through this CMS looks completely outdated. Lastly, the support is not very 

current, because the last version has been released in 2012. 

1.4.3 Joomla! as CMS for a school website 

According to Jakub Běhounek [23], the earlier mentioned CMS Joomla! can be very 

useful for school websites. It is mainly one of the cheapest ways of acquiring 

dynamic websites. Not only basic installation is free-of-charge: the most of the 

supplements, templates, plugins and other extensions are completely free. 

The content of the school web presentation is usually modified according to the 

targeted group, or desired visitors of the web. These are: pupils, parents, teachers 

and potential applicant. Each group searches for different pieces of information 

that are usually connected in some way. There is also a necessity to pay attention 

to clarity and an appropriate structuring. School websites usually have both, static 

and dynamic parts. The static parts (for example Contacts, About School, etc.) are 

the easiest to make. They can be created through the basic installation of Joomla! 

and modifying them is also as simple as in for example MS Word. The dynamic, or 

dynamically generated parts (such as News, Timetables, Eating Menus, Gallery, 

etc.), can be made in various ways: some of them through basic installation of 

Joomla!, some of them through some extension. 

There follows some examples of useful modules directly for school web 

presentations picked from more than ten thousand constantly expanding possible 

ones. As for News the function is already implemented in basic installation (listing 

of articles); for Gallery there are two possible extensions JoomGallery, or Phoca 

Gallery; for Timetables there is very well-known extension Bakaláři; and for Eating 

Menus there is an extension Phoca Menu, or a possibility to adjust the particular 

article straight in Joomla! basic installation. 
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Websites can be also completed by individual sites of teaching subjects with 

particular right assigning for desired teachers. Only these teachers then can adjust 

the sites. Also the menu is very easy to create, and breadcrumb navigation through 

an implemented module as well. There is no necessity of knowing much from 

programming to manage websites through Joomla!, because also an orientation in 

administration is very intuitive in both cases, basic installation and added 

extensions. 

However, for the intrinsic realization of the web some knowledge in early 

mentioned fields is necessary. There has to be internet server with a support of 

PHP and MySQL and an empty database. Some installation files have to be 

uploaded on the server and then, after running it, it is necessary to follow the 

instructions of the installation. For the desired individuality of the website it is also 

appropriate to let some professional make an individual template instead of taking 

one from basic installation for the school web. 

1.5 The best existing CMS 

David Sedláček [2] finds very difficult to pick up the right CMS even thou he went 

through installation and working with dozens of content management systems. As 

he states, the levels of CMSs varies a lot. His article implies, that the most suitable 

CMS from several supporting Czech language is currently Joomla!, mainly because 

of the easiness of operating with the administration that can handle even less 

technically educated users. 

On the other hand, team of portal Živě.cz [24] recommends in their article Drupal, 

as the best CMS of this age. Firstly they state that the Open Source CMS is definitely 

better than any other paid CMS mainly because of its continuous development, 

immediate support and the great savings. According to them, for Drupal speaks 

almost thirty thousand modules that enable practically unending variability for 

both, simple and very sophisticated websites. In a comparison with other two most 

widely used CMSs they state that WordPress is suitable only for blogs and Joomla! 

is not as free-of-charges as it seems for the first time (they mentions a lot of paid 

modules and paid support for a longer period). 
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The interesting thing is that despite the professionals' recommendation of Drupal 

and Joomla! from the previous articles, the most widely used CMS nowadays is still 

WordPress. It has been proven not only by the graph in Figure 1 included earlier in 

this thesis, but also in an article from Josef Kraus [25] based on a research made on 

his portal's official forum. Also in attached survey to the article 51% of more than 

one thousand respondents marked as the best CMS WordPress. Both, Joomla! and 

Drupal are with 17% and 9% far behind in popularity. It is a question, if the 

popularity of WordPress is caused only because of its simplicity, as the article 

indicates, or there is something more of it (for example professionals may have 

different scale than ordinary people, or, on the other hand, it could be easier for 

common people to take the most popular instead of trying something "new"). 

It is also important, as Jakub Běhounek stated [23], not to forget that CMS is quite 

useless without as many contributors as possible. In the case of school websites 

these can be not only teachers, but also pupils or even their parents. They all 

should be able to fill and update the web content regularly (and as frequently as 

possible). This process is, especially for pupils, also great education tool and for 

school often web updates have positive effect to the public. 

1.6 Coding own CMS possibility 

The main advantage of coding own CMS is the adaptation of the CMS to the 

particular project with absolutely clear code (without any useless lines). The fact, 

that coder understands the code completely and so has the absolute control that 

enables them for example to correct smaller or even bigger problems relatively 

quickly and effectively, is also beneficial. On the other hand, the obvious and 

significant disadvantage is the necessity of extended professional knowledge and 

the great volume of time. Additionally, the whole project mostly depends only on 

one person that can never be better than a huge team in a case of open-source 

CMSs. 

In the case of deciding not to use existing but to code own CMS it is also necessary 

for example to think about the focus of CMS (whether the CMS is going to be on 

general websites, or used for managing surveys, forums, etc.). However, there are 

some other issues that are necessary to go through before own coding and that is 
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following chapters are going to be about. As Petr Sříbrný [26] advises in his post, it 

is also necessary to: 

 know some suitable programming languages including those for managing 

with a database 

 consider the use of frameworks 

 choose suitable editor 

The first one of these items is a very important issue while coding own CMS and 

this thesis did not deal with it so far. It is a choice of suitable programming 

languages. In a case of dynamic websites there have to be, besides HTML and CSS, 

also some scripting languages. There are many options in this topic, but, currently, 

there is a clear superiority in a use of some, as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4. In 

the Figure 3, there is a percentage of the server's side programming languages 

usage on all web servers. With its 82% currently, PHP is definitely a crushing 

leader of them. In the Figure 4, there is JavaScript as an indubitable leader of 

client's side programming languages. The more detailed comparison and 

description of particular web programming languages is in the chapter 1.8 of this 

thesis. 

Fig. 3 Graph of server's side programming languages usage [11] 
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Fig. 4 Graph of client's side programming languages usage [11] 

The next significant part of own CMS coding process is the use of framework 

consideration. It is a great option for simplifying whole programming process and 

can be a great time saver. Framework is a software structure that helps 

programmers or web creators to focus only on their tasks through the possibility 

of using existing applications, programs, libraries, etc. In web creating practice it 

means a usage of an existing (already written by someone else) part of code on 

own websites (for example guestbook). Despite the fact that it simplifies the work 

and so saves time, there is one big disadvantage of this: obtained code usually 

differs from the rest of the code and there can be also some useless lines of codes 

for particular project. 

Besides choosing particular programming languages for coding websites, 

considering the use of frameworks and other already analyzed topics, the choosing 

a good quality editor that meets all necessary requirements is probably the second 

most important issue while coding own CMS (or anything at all). The following 

chapter deals with this issue. 

1.7 Specialized text editors 

Picking the right editor is in the case of dynamic websites much more significant 

than in the case of only static websites, because for static websites HTML syntax is 

not usually so complicated and there are not many individual tags, so it is even 

possible to write a simpler static website in a notepad. On the other hand coding in 
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languages such as PHP or JavaScript also combined with HTML could be called as 

programming and the resultant code is much more complex, chaotic and confusing 

even while following all structural rules. A specialized editor not only differs 

individual scripts by a different colour, but has also many other helpful functions.  

There are two basic groups of text editors specialized on coding websites: already 

mentioned and defined so called WYSIWYG editors, and these that require writing 

raw and complete codes also called source code text editors. There follow some of 

the second group - because it is a group that is relevant to this thesis. They were 

picked up on the basis of the survey made by Josef Kraus [27], ordered from the 

most popular to the least and there was also added Aptana Studio as one of the 

most popular and widely used editor abroad as states for example an article by 

1stwebdesigner.com [28]. 

1.7.1 PSPad 

PSPad is a Czech freeware text editor created and developed in Delphi by Jan Fiala. 

According to Jan Fiala himself [29], PSPad was created in 2001 as a replacement 

for Notepad (with an extension of highlighting the syntax). Nowadays it is 

unbeatably most popular editor in the Czech Republic and one of its specific 

features is that PSPad is developed according to users' wishes posted on the 

program's official forum. According to official sites [30], the current version of 

PSPad is 4.5.8. from September 2014. PSPad is designed for three types of tasks: 

 working with plain text, because it has many possibilities for its formatting 

 creating websites, because it has implemented many unique functions 

designed especially for web creators 

 programming - it is also an integrated development environment (IDE) 

The main advantage of this program is its Czech distribution and the possibility of 

straight interference of its development. On the other hand, this program is 

designed not only for creating web and so it logically cannot be ever equated to 

other programs that are designed primarily and only for this. 
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1.7.2 Adobe Dreamweaver 

Adobe Dreamweaver is, as follows from Adobe Creative Team [31], commercial 

complete integrated development environment for web applications development, 

it supports HTML(5), XHTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript and much more. The first 

version was released by Macromedia Company only for Mac OS in December 1997, 

and then extended for Microsoft Windows in March 1998 as version 1.2. Adobe 

Company took over the development of this program in 2007 by releasing version 

9.0. Current version of this software is Adobe Dreamweaver Creative Cloud 2014.1 

from October 2014. 

There are three basic modes in the interface of Adobe Dreamweaver program: 

design, HTML and split views. Design view is some kind of WYSIWYG editor - on 

the basis of placing desired elements program generates code automatically. HTML 

view is much more similar to classical source code text editor - it is necessary to 

have some knowledge in a field of markup, scripting and/or other programming 

languages to make websites through this way. Split view combines the two 

previous modes - it is possible there to make manual changes of the code while 

watching the demonstration of changes in practice (in other window). 

As Petr Pecháček [32] writes, the main advantage of Adobe Dreamweaver is the 

complete solution of web creator's whole work - not only individual coding. For 

example it also enables to define local storage of every project and also testing and 

production servers with their mutual synchronization. On the other hand, this 

program is not free and so not for everybody. 

1.7.3 Aptana Studio 

Aptana Studio is an integrated development environment released by Aptana, Inc. 

Company that is distributed under an open source license. This program is 

designed for web applications development, is supports HTML, CSS, JavaScript and 

more (also through various plugins). Aptana Studio has developed from the Eclipse 

development environment primarily design for coding in Java. According to an 

internet server AfterDawn [33], the first version of Aptana Studio was released in 

2009 and the current stable version is 3.6.1 from November 2014. 
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According to the portal Initd.cz [34], Aptana could act a bit robust for the first time, 

but its functions worth it. One of the best functions of Aptana is the warning and 

code inaccuracy report that, inter alia, prevents from useless functions, modules 

and classes implementation and so saves time. There are also various editors for 

different source codes. Finally, Aptana Studio 3 is a valuable and professional tool 

that can equal many other but paid programs with a similar focus. 

1.8 LAMP technology 

Whether coding CMS by programming languages or just using existing CMS, it is 

necessary to use services of some internet server. The term web server can be 

either the entire physical computer system (so called server appliance), or a 

software that handles with client's HTTP requests, as claims the internet portal 

Web Developers Notes [35]. Currently, on most server appliances, there is used so 

called LAMP technology that indicates a particular set of software installed, usually 

Linux OS, Apache HTML Server, MySQL and PHP (the first letters of these 

programmes' titles are where the abbreviation LAMP came from). Each element, or 

program, can be replaced by any other with a similar focus according to everyone's 

preferences. One of the main reasons of using these particular elements is that this 

whole assembly is completely free of charge. 

Application (for example websites) 

Scripting (PHP) 

Web Server (Apache HTML Server) Database (MySQL) 

Operating System (Linux OS) 

Fig. 5 Scheme of the LAMP technology on a server appliance 

In the Figure 5, there can be seen the structure of the LAMP technology. The 

features in brackets are the usual ones being used in practice. There follows the 

description of individual elements of this structure with an emphasis on PHP and 

MySQL, completed with JavaScript, because these programming languages and also 

a database system are a significant part of the topic this thesis focuses on. 
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1.8.1 Linux OS and Apache HTML Server 

The Unix core based operating systems, or Linux OS, are contrary to its 

competitors (MS Windows, Mac OS, etc.) an open source software that enables it to 

be freely used, shared and adjusted with a possibility of further (even commercial) 

distribution. Based on the articles on their official websites [36] and the portal 

How-To Geek [37] are probably the best distributions of Linux: Ubuntu, Mint, 

Deepin, Debian, Fedora, etc. 

The popularity of Linux as an operating system for a web server can be proven for 

example by a survey Most Reliable Hosting Company Sites in January 2015 made by 

Netcraft [38], where six from the top ten web servers with the most reliable 

hosting had Linux as an operating system. The other operating systems made only 

a single appearance. In a total of forty-one servers, the representation of Linux 

servers was almost 70% that is proven also by the Figure 6 and showing the usage 

of operating systems by web servers since 2010 till 2015 that holds on almost 70% 

for Unix (Linux OS). 

Fig 6 Graph of operating systems used by web servers in years 2005 - 2015 [11] 

Apache HTML Server is open-source web server software supporting many 

operating systems, such as Linux, Microsoft Windows, or Mac OS. It is currently the 

most widely used web server software, as shows also a second survey made by 

Netcraft [39] in January 2015 where over eight hundred millions of websites were 

involved. The second most widely used web server software is from Microsoft that 
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was even the first one in July 2014, but from an overall perspective Apache is 

unbeatably most widely used through last twenty years. 

According to their official sites [40], the history of Apache reaches to around 1993, 

when the project called NCSA HTTPd started to be developed by a Rob McCool in 

the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. However, soon after Rob 

McCool had left from the company and this project stopped in 1998. Meanwhile, 

thanks to Brian Behlendorf a Cliff Skolnick, this original project developed into a 

first version of nowadays Apache (with completely rewritten code) and released in 

1995. The fact, that Apache has been very popular, is supported also by the 

percentage of its current usage as it can be seen on a Figure 7 below - almost 60% 

of all web servers had Apache HTML Server as its software. 

Fig. 7 Graph of server appliance software usage in 2015 [11] 

1.8.2 PHP 

PHP is a server-side scripting language that means the calculations are processed 

on the server's side, not client's (such as for example JavaScript). The abbreviation 

PHP had originally stand for Personal Home Page that was, according to the 

internet portal Garth [41], created by Rasmus Lerdorf as a tool for making his 

personal notes about readers of his curriculum vitae. The very first version of PHP 

was released in 1995, as an Open Source; Rasmus Lerdorf hoped for a help from 

others to improve whole project. There follows the versions of PHP that show its 

development. 
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 PHP/FI - or version two. The abbreviation "FI" stands for "Form 

Interpreter", because Rasmus Lerdorf added the tool for interpreting forms 

(concretely inclusion SQL queries and so accessing to databases - MySQL) as 

a response to increasing requirements for websites to this version. 

 PHP3 - this version, started to be developed around 1997 by a group of 

people (not only Rasmus Lerdorf himself), got a subtitle Hypertext Pre-

processor that it has nowadays, too. 

 PHP4 - version released in 2000, it has got many improvements, such as 

adding support for many WWW servers, HTTP sessions, or adding new 

security issues. It is also much more effective than PHP3. 

 PHP5 - the beta of the current version was released in 2003. In this version 

there is a great shift closer to object-oriented programming languages (as 

for example Java), also the error service is more sophisticated. 

Currently, there is a version PHP 5.6 that was officially released on 28th August 

2014. Concretely, as the official web [42] states, there is the latest version from 

19th February 2015, known as PHP 5.6.6, that mainly fixes bugs from previous 

versions and makes slight changes and improvements. 

For using PHP (and databases), it is necessary to have a computing device/s with 

the following things installed: PHP, Apache server, (PHP) editor, MySQL, and also a 

manual containing a preview of all PHP functions is quite useful and freely 

accessible through the internet. 

According to Jakub Mach [43], the syntax of PHP is quite similar to JavaScript, Java 

or C++ that is relatively simple. It is also kind of intuitive, because the names of 

individual functions are often simply shortcuts of English words expressing their 

meaning. Programming language PHP also enables an automatic obtaining of 

variables, which means fewer lines of code (and so again greater simplicity). 

PHP script is a text file with a suffix in the usual form of *.php. In this file there is a 

mixture of HTML and PHP codes that is very useful - no switching between HTML 

and PHP files (as it is for example between HTML and CSS) for editing this. The 

necessary signs for web browser to differ HTML code from the PHP one are "<?" or 

"<?php" for the beginning and "?>" for the end of a PHP code. It is important to end 
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each beginning and it is not possible to insert multiple beginnings and endings into 

the existing ones. Every PHP command also has to be ended by a semicolon. The 

priority of operations analyses is logical: usually from right to left, prioritizing 

multiplication and brackets in calculations as it is customary. 

One of the most common commands is "echo" that lists given to the screen. Other 

basic commands can be divided into two groups: these determined for branching a 

program and these determined for making a cycle. 

The first mentioned group of commands is used for a comparison of variables' 

values and, according to the result, choosing one of two or more possibilities in 

continuing with the code processing. These are called conditions - in a case of only 

two resulting possibilities and performed by a command "if" - and switches - in a 

case of choosing from more than two possibilities and performed by a command 

"switch". 

From the commands determined for making a cycle the basic groups are following. 

A cycle with a condition at the beginning that is performed by a command "while" 

and it is based on testing a validity of a particular condition (for example a listing 

of a table with a condition of unread line presence). A cycle with a condition at the 

end that is performed by commands "do, while" and very similar to previous type 

of commands determined for making a cycle but with a condition testing process at 

the very end. A cycle for a set number of processes that is performed by a 

command "for" and it is the most flexible, but also difficult; there has to be a 

starting value, a condition and a value for an update of a cycle control variable (so 

called a cycle counter). 

The variables are also very significant part while programming through PHP, 

where it is identified by the initial symbol "$". It is a place in computer memory 

that refers to a named value. Due to this it is possible to safe desired value under 

an arbitrary name and use this value later. The validity of the variable is variable 

and can last only for the time necessary to process a script or for a whole time 

some visitor spends on a website. 

By declaring a particular data type to a variable, it is given the type of values that 

can be inserted into the variable. Despite the fact, that it is not necessary to declare 
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a variable beforehand in PHP, there follows, according to Jakub Mach [43], 

variables basic data types: integer for numbers from -2 147 483 684 to 2 147 483 

647, double for decimals, array for multidimensional variables and string for a 

character string (texts). 

There are hundreds of pre-defined functions managing various tasks in PHP 

programming language. Function is a kind of a subprogram, usually with some 

input parameter(s) that returns particular data on the basis of processing the input 

according to the function purpose. In PHP, there are implemented functions for 

changing to capitals or conversely, getting the number of signs in a string, string 

reversal, string repetition, generating random numbers, getting actual date and 

time, etc. The list of all functions can be found in a manual released by the 

developers and freely accessible (not only) from their official websites [42]. There 

exist also translated manuals into Czech with particular descriptions to every 

function. Besides the "built-in" functions that are already presented in PHP and 

solve mentioned usual, useful and/or basic tasks, there is also possibility to define 

own functions according to particular needs, of course. Functions are usually as a 

replacement for repetitive parts of the code. 

1.8.3 MySQL database 

As Jakub Mach [43] states, the database is a data store that enables browsing, 

extending or changing stored data. It is a set of tables with data of different formats 

(numbers, strings, binary files). Using the database for storing data is essential for 

every considerable website. MySQL is a multiplatform database system 

communicating through SQL, or Structured Query Language. MySQL was created in 

1996 by a Swedish company TcX, later developed by company MySQL AB, 

nowadays owned by Sun Microsystems Company. It offers both, free GPL (General 

Public License) and paid commercial license. The main thought of whole project 

was to create widely accessible database system that MySQL, with the 56% share 

of all database systems as seen on a Figure 8 from March 2014 below, definitely is. 

MySQL has also a constant place in top three most popular database systems as 

follows from the ranking by DB-Engines [44]. 
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Fig. 8 Graph of database usage in 2014 [45] 

According to Oracle Database, the Documentation Library [46] and Luboslav Lacko 

[47], the history of SQL, used for communication with MySQL database, reaches to 

1970's when the Structured English Query Language (SEQUEL) was created as a 

set of commands with a syntax similar to a natural language for managing 

relational databases that had been researched during those years. A variant of 

SEQUEL, renamed to SQL, has been used in the most databases of that age, such as 

for example Oracle Database, Progress, SyBase, etc. SQL was standardized in 1986 

as SQL89, 1992 as SQL2 and 1999 as SQL3 that is still valid. According to [48] there 

are five main groups of SQL commands. These are commands for data 

manipulation (for example "select", "insert", "delete"), commands for data 

definition (such as "create" or "drop"), commands for access rights management, 

commands for transaction management (such as "start transaction") and other or 

special commands. 

Jakub Mach [43] lists as the basic SQL commands "insert" for inserting the data 

into the table, "update" for changing table items, "replace" for inserting or 

changing lines depending on their existence, "delete" for deleting a line and 

"select" for listing the table data. However, nowadays it is not necessary to know 

all the SQL commands, because there are user-friendly interfaces, such as 

phpMyAdmin or Adminer. These serve for an easier databases management simply 

by clicking on buttons such as "create new table" or "delete database" instead of 

writing SQL commands. 
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MySQL database focuses mainly on a maximal speed (the shortest response 

frequency as possible) that is a great advantage mostly for smaller internet 

projects. After creating a database through MySQL it is necessary to fill it with 

tables for storing required data. Each table has its items that can be declared by 

various data types. Very important item in every table is a column called ID. This 

column contains an identification of every single row in the table, it is usually 

numerical and it has to be unique. 

To work with the data in a desired way, it is not enough to use only SQL 

commands, but it is necessary to use some programming language (PHP). Firstly, 

for connecting to the database server; then picking up the particular database and 

specifying a query; processing the result; and finally, for termination the 

connection with the database server. It is necessary to know the address of 

database on the server, name of an account and password for connecting to the 

database. The default address is localhost. After making connection with the 

database server and choosing the database by particular PHP function, it is 

possible to work with database using SQL through PHP function "MySQL_Query". 

The result of query is usually processed by PHP function "MySQL_Fetch_Array" for 

retrieving the data into an array (followed by for example displaying them as a 

table in the web browser). 

1.8.4 JavaScript 

Despite JavaScript is not the part of LAMP technology directly, it is definitely and 

very closely related to HTML, PHP and MySQL, if not even an integral part of these 

programming languages. An example can be a usage of forms that follows from the 

mutual link of HTML, PHP, MySQL and JavaScript. On the websites, forms can be 

used for registrations, searching, sending messages, surveys, etc. Through HTML 

elements of forms, such as text fields, radio buttons, or check boxes are created; 

through JavaScript there is processed the check of input data (if blanket places 

were filled and how) and PHP commands manage the work on server's side, such 

as sending and/or saving the data to the (MySQL) database. 

As follows from Rastislav Škultéty [49], JavaScript is a multiplatform object 

oriented scripting language that enables evaluating form data, counting, or for 
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example creating various elements for making better web (for example simple 

games or flashing texts). It is also used for coding extensions for applications, but 

its usage through the World Wide Web is much wider. Syntax of JavaScript was 

developed from C++ and Java and as a creator of this language is considered 

Brendan Eich, as it is written by Lukáš Masopust [50]. It was firstly standardized 

by European Computer Manufacturers Association in 1997. Current version of 

JavaScript is, according to Nicholas C. Zakas [51], Edition 5.1 released in June 2011 

with a scheduled update to the Edition Six for the mid of 2015. 

One of the basic features of JavaScript is, according to the internet portal Tvorba-

webu.cz [52], that it is dependent on internet browsers. All the counting is 

processed on the client's site, not on the server. This can be an advantage 

(everything is much faster), but also disadvantage, because it is also possible to 

easily turn off JavaScript by every user. In practice this means that the same script 

does not have to work in the same way (or even not at all) in different web 

browsers (versions) and users' setups and JavaScript also cannot work with files 

for security reasons. 

For using the JavaScript it is necessary to have at least basic knowledge of HTML. 

Scripts created in any text or HTML editor can be freely added into a HTML file, or 

linked on files usually ending *.js. There are particular HTML tags for adding a 

script that should be, according to a script purpose, inserted in either head or body 

parts. Because of the earlier mentioned fact that JavaScript has not to be allowed 

always, it is usual to write signs for notes at the beginning and end of script for 

prevention of displaying the script as a normal text instead of its execution. Also it 

is necessary to pay attention on capital letters while writing JavaScript, because 

this scripting language differs them strictly. 
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2 Practical part 

This part of Diploma thesis is a detailed description of the CMS to a particular 

school websites implementation. It is divided into three main chapters that 

represent individual stages or phases of this process: the preparation, the 

realization and the feedback. 

In the first subchapter there are stated and described reasons for picking the type 

of CMS implementation and also for prioritizing one particular CMS over others. 

The realization part is substantial, because it deals with the implementation of the 

CMS itself, beginning with its installation, then creation of the particular template, 

making appropriate settings, adjustments and installing necessary plugins using 

the virtual offline web server and finally putting whole system online and thereby 

starting the full operation of new dynamic websites achieved also by necessary 

school staff training though preparing particular manual. 

The feedback part is full of figures, charts and graphs because the chapter contains 

an evaluating process results comparison between the old static and the new 

dynamic web by Ondřej Neumajer's Auto-evaluating Assistant. Furthermore, the 

next chapter comments the web attendance development since its first full 

operation running in 2013 till now. Finally, there are the results of a feedback 

directly from the chosen school's employees gained through a survey concerning 

aspects of working with the particular CMS, its advantages and disadvantages, etc. 

2.1 Planning CMS 

The idea of adding a CMS to so far static ZŠ Horská websites came up shortly after 

their release in 2013. Despite the fact that ZŠ Horská is a small organisation and 

the static websites worked for it as well, it turned out that the issue of as frequent 

updates as possible is very essential even for smaller institutions. The other reason 

was to enable the content changes also for the direct school employees (that have 

no knowledge in a field of creating websites). The updating process was 

complicated and so lengthy, because it was done only by one person that has not 

almost any connection with the school order. 
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The only disadvantage took into an account was the necessity of a paid hosting, 

because the free ones have certain limitations that are generally not compatible 

with full-fledged CMS. However, the possibility of a user-friendly environment with 

a WYSIWYG editor, photographs uploading environment and other content 

adjustment tools for general people, was worthwhile. 

2.1.1 The right CMS 

The decision about the most suitable CMS for ZŠ Horská was not simple. As shows 

the theoretical part of this thesis, the coding of own CMS is definitely the best 

option from the first point of view. Through own coding it is possible to adjust CMS 

maximally according to the desired. However, there is one great disadvantage - 

besides the time and knowledge requirements it is necessary to make particular 

security elements that have to be continuously updated. On the other hand, some 

of the better existing CMSs have very sophisticated security methods that are being 

updated frequently and according to the newest trends. 

From the reason that ZŠ Horská is a national organisation, the security is one of the 

core issues thinking not only about websites. Any hacking activities on the school 

web would operate very poorly for the institution. Also, ZŠ Horská is a non-profit 

and small organisation, so the paid CMS was not a possibility. The research done 

for the theoretical part, in the field of existing CMSs, suggests that currently 

available most widely used free CMSs are very well made, elaborated and 

frequently updated that means they offer very high performance. Not only because 

of these listed reasons, the final decision was for some existing CMS with the 

greatest possible further individual adjustment. 

The question about using general CMS or some of the CMSs designed especially for 

school webs was quite clear. As the particular chapter in the theoretical part of this 

thesis suggests, there is currently no school web designed applicable in practice. 

Those listed have as many disadvantages that they cannot be called as applicable. 

This obviously does not apply to some school web designed CMSs in English, but 

the Czech distribution is very important for ZŠ Horská, because not every teacher 

understands English well. 
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Finally, the last decision was between the three currently most widely used CMSs: 

WordPress, Joomla! and Drupal. After the research done for the theoretical part, 

the WordPress was picked up as the best choice for ZŠ Horská websites, mainly for 

its simplicity (enabling further adjustment directly through code changes), wide 

use, security and frequent updates. 

2.2 Coding CMS 

While the type of CMS was chosen, the time for its implementation to ZŠ Horská 

websites came. During this process it was important to preserve as much data as 

possible from the old web, but also as much of the original or default WordPress 

code. From this reason, the usage of WordPress was mainly for its internal 

interface and security, which means the visual part of new websites, from the 

visitor's point of view, should be the same, or almost the same as the older web. 

On the assumption of putting together the administration environment of 

WordPress and the design of the original web, which is the topic this chapter deals 

with, the main coder's work consisted of programming individual template 

properly. For this it was very helpful that WordPress has its own codex put online. 

This codex contains all default WordPress functions, structures and commands 

with detailed descriptions and suggestions of their possible modifications. 

Next core thing while using WordPress is the use of various plugins. There are 

many weaknesses of the basic installation that can be easily solved by some 

suitable plugin. Also the timing is quite important while re-creating websites. It is 

better to make whole new web and test it before its release. And the last but not 

least issue that came up during coding new WordPress based ZŠ Horská websites 

and this chapter is dealing with is the staff training necessary for the full and 

proper use of new CMS. 

2.2.1 Preparation 

While using PHP and database it is very useful to have some virtual server 

installed, because there is not necessary to keep copying the data on the internet 

server and even it is not necessary to be connected to the internet at all. One of the 

well-known and used in this particular case program for creating an "offline 
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server" is WampServer. It is a development environment for Windows that enables 

creating web applications through Apache, PHP and MySQL database. There is also 

PhpMyAdmin, SQLiteManager and an intuitive interface with a possibility of 

adding an unlimited number of Apache, MySQL and PHP versions. 

The next step in implementing particular WordPress based CMS to ZŠ Horská 

websites was to install the WordPress on the virtual server and to get some 

knowledge about this CMS. The installation process was very easy - it is made also 

for general users with only a basic computer literacy. Also the user interface of 

WordPress is very intuitive and becoming acquainted with the basic functions, 

utilities, settings possibilities and hierarchy did not take much time. 

However, the understanding of the code and the hierarchy of the individual parts 

(or sites) processing and displaying procedure was much more time consuming. 

Obviously, WordPress has some functions file and other internal and core files that 

should not be modified at all, but there are also folders that are designed to be 

changed, for example the one with the name "templates". There are some default 

templates, but to reach some individuality it is almost an obligation to make own 

personal template. This can be made on different levels, from adding several basic 

files in HTML and CSS to rewrite core WordPress PHP functions. There follows the 

description of making ZŠ Horská template that was created with an attention to a 

maximal adjustment for the particular websites requirements. 

2.2.2 The template 

As Vladislav Musílek [53] suggests in his article, for the full-fledged template there 

is recommended to create around fifteen files. These include the core ones, such as 

index.php, header.php, footer.php, style.css and functions.php; and others ensuring 

for example listing articles history, sidebar implementation, showing the detail of 

the post, or the "page not found" site. WordPress based websites works as follows. 

The system loads functions.php and listed functions are proceeded or registered, 

then header.php (containing mostly a logo, menu, or slider), index.php (or other 

file with the appropriate content according to the template hierarchy) and 

footer.php are called. The content files are called progressively according to their 

name relevance, ending by index.php, if more relevant is not found. 
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For the ZŠ Horská template, there are following files, ordered alphabetically: 

404.php, category.php, comments.php, footer.php, functions.php, header.php, 

index.php, page.php, reset.php, sidebar.php, single.php and style.css. Header, 

footer, and cascading style sheet files are very similar to existing ones in the static 

version of the web. There are only some smaller adjustments. In the index file 

there is added a function listing all new articles from all categories and their 

formatting. The 404 file is only a static site announcing that there is no site 

meeting specified criteria and offering alternatives. Page, category and single are 

the templates for displaying page, the list of posts in a particular category and a 

single post with desired formatting. Sidebar is empty, because ZŠ Horská template 

does not have any sidebar, but it is necessary to include this file for displaying the 

template in administration interface as an option. 

In functions file there is specified the number of menus that can be chosen in the 

administration and their names (locations are specified in header.php). There are 

also two functions for specifying the maximal length of a post while listing more of 

them and the formatting of displaying single post. Finally, the comments file is the 

most interesting one, because it is adjusted especially for a guestbook. It contains 

functions for a comment form, listing comments and their formatting; these 

functions are slightly modified in the system core comment-template file. 

2.2.3 Plugins and other adjustments 

There is an incredible amount of plugins for WordPress, but there is also one great 

disadvantage along them. Mostly they are not from the WordPress developers and 

so they can have bugs and they globally do not fit in the administration interface 

faultlessly. Their development is different, which means they are updated on a 

different basis (and it is necessary to keep updating them manually). These all are 

the reasons why it is not very comfortable to use them at all. 

On ZŠ Horská websites, there is only one plugin. It is for displaying the photo 

gallery, because basic WordPress installation does not enable to sort the pictures 

into various folders. The chosen plugin is called NextGEN Gallery and it was chosen 

mainly because of its great usage and overall popularity. This plugin adds a button 

into the both, administration interface and WYSIWYG editor. It is possible to 
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upload images into particular folders, called galleries, and superior albums (groups 

of more galleries). Then it is possible to display individual galleries, or list them 

through displaying a specific album in both, posts and pages. 

In a case of ZŠ Horská, the photo gallery was created through individual pages for 

each school year filled with the particular album containing galleries from various 

school actions. From the coding point of view, there were made modifications 

mainly in the formatting and styling of displayed photos and galleries. 

Within making template it was also necessary to make particular modifications 

and settings in an administration environment that was not much difficult and did 

not take much time, because whole interface is very user friendly with many help 

possibilities and so there was no need of extended computer literacy or further 

studying. 

2.2.4 Running full operation 

The next step after creating the template and making additional adjustments was 

putting the websites online. For this it is necessary to have some domain and 

hosting with a full support of databases. Unfortunately, the most of free hostings 

do not support everything that is required by WordPress, which means the paid 

hosting is needed. For ZŠ Horská the hosting from Wedos was chosen that is 

currently the most widely used and mostly described as the best. After getting the 

hosting, the WordPress could be installed there. To avoid any bugs and other 

problems accompanying the creation of the websites, the domain remained to the 

old hosting and web in the meantime. 

After installing the WordPress, making necessary settings, uploading and 

activating prepared template, the websites were prepared to be filled by proper 

content. On ZŠ Horská websites there are twelve static pages and seven categories 

(lists of assigned posts) divided in three menus with a total of fourteen items. 

Three of the static pages are subpages of the photo album page containing galleries 

showing albums from various events in three past school years (each page is for 

one school year). There is also a page that has comments allowed and so serves as 

a guestbook for visitors with a possibility of simple individual posts administration 
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through the WordPress interface. One category, called news, is a news feed - a list 

of all new contributions to all categories or also without a category and it is 

displayed on the index page of the web. 

The most of the static pages content was taken from the old websites and modified 

to fit to the style of prepared template paying attention to the smallest possible 

differentiation from the original web. The greatest changes experienced the 

sections photo album and guestbook that have currently completely different 

technical background than in the previous web. As it is written earlier in the 

practical part of this thesis, the photo album is solved through the NextGEN Gallery 

plugin and the guestbook is coded through the modification of default comments 

function in the basic WordPress installation. 

As the dynamic categories they were chosen mostly individual parts of 

organisation listed in the third menu with a thought of contributing by all 

employees according to their affiliation. In practice, there are categories for Horská 

Elementary School, Horská Nursery School, Lesní Elementary School, Lesní 

Nursery School and Dělnická Nursery School. There is also a category for ZŠ 

Horská organisation as a whole for publishing events involving all its parts. 

The final step in running new WordPress based websites in a full operation was, 

after filling it, the domain transfer. This was carried by changing settings and 

properties on the domain provider's side, through their official websites and it 

took about one day before the changes took effect. After this, there was uploaded a 

short announcement about the web transfer to the old hosting's free domain. 

2.2.5 Manual for staff and user permission levels 

From the reason that the computer literacy is very low through ZŠ Horská 

employees, there was prepared also a manual for them to help with the first steps 

in WordPress administration interface within this thesis. The manual in Czech is 

included as Appendix 1. It contains following chapters: registration, login, personal 

information and authorization, posts and photos. In these chapters there is a 

detailed description of the particular steps completed by graphic illustrations with 

suitable highlights on appropriate places. 
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The main focus of first part of the manual (the first three chapters) is on 

registering, its e-mail confirmation, followed by login, changing password and 

filling other important personal information such as full name and the type of its 

displaying. The second part of the manual is focused on the web contribution, it 

explains how to add, write, edit or delete a post, how to assign right category to it 

and how to work with the WYSIWYG editor. There is also indicated the basic 

NextGEN Gallery hierarchy with a description of adding, editing or deleting 

possibilities through both, button in WYSIWYG and the one direct in the 

administration. 

Unfortunately, there are no instructions for managing comments in the manual. It 

is because the basic WordPress installation does not enable managing comments 

belonging to pages created by someone else. Generally, the user permission levels 

system is not very sophisticated, but still complicated. Whereas the system is 

implemented only for a short period so far and so there is not a sufficient amount 

of data necessary for concrete user permission levels modification particularly for 

ZŠ Horská organisation, there was kept the default structure in the meantime that 

is as follows. 

There is only one main administrator that is also the creator of the web and has all 

permissions. Each new user starts with a subscriber permission level. This level is 

able just to see some unimportant parts of the administration interface. After 

manual authorization (identity check by the main administrator), every teacher, or 

other organisation employee, gets the author permission level that is able to add, 

edit and delete posts and media files (such as photos or text files). After some 

shorter probation, the headmaster is going to have an editor permission level that 

means she will be able to change also the static content of the web and 

contributions of others. 

2.3 Final evaluation and other results 

Unfortunately, this chapter is influenced by the lack of time the CMS is currently 

running on the websites. There can be only a very small amount of data gathered 

up to now. However, there follows the comparison of the current Auto-evaluating 

Assistant results and those got two years earlier. Interesting is also the 
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development of web attendance through past two years, analysed and commented 

in this chapter, too. And the last issue is the results of a survey focused directly on 

the handling with CMS WordPress by particular employees of organisation ZŠ 

Horská. 

2.3.1 Auto-evaluating Assistant previously and now 

As from my Bachelor's thesis [6], ZŠ Horská websites got sixty points as a static 

web two years ago that was a web above an average, marked as a "helpful school-

web". Its main strengths were from the area of contact information on the index 

page, important school year's dates, photos, communication, interactivity and 

feedback, frequency of revisions and information validity, usability, accessibility, 

security and copyright. On the other hand, the main weaknesses were about school 

introduction, school educational program, school evaluation results, subscriptions 

and free access to information. 

The current dynamic web got, according to the Auto-evaluating Assistant [54], 

seventy-one points and so it is marked as a "good school web" with an assignment 

to the better part of school websites found through the Czech internet. It should 

play a significant role in a communication with school clients and it should also be 

built by enthusiasts that realize the importance and possibilities of an electronic 

communication. 

Compared with the results from the previous evaluation made two years ago, there 

was an improvement mainly in the area of editorial board and content publishing. 

This effect was predictable, because the most significant change made on the web 

was the transformation from statics to dynamics and so enabling the web 

contribution share for more people than just one administrator. The second 

improvement lies in addition of information about school, including school 

educational program, that made two items from the web's  weaknesses dissapear. 

There remain only three areas as negatives: school evaluation results, subscribtion 

and free access to information. 
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2.3.2 Visitors 

The development of the statistic of attendance, according to Toplist [55], is as 

follows from the Figure 9 below. By April 2015, the websites visited approximately 

3550 visitors in total with 220 visitors per a month or seven per a day as an 

average, but the number of visitors varies a lot with months changing. 

Fig. 9 Graph of visitors numbers on web ZŠ Horská through years 2013-2015 [55] 

Firstly, it is necessary to count with the influences by a web start-up through 2013 

and only a short period measured in 2015. Therefore, the most relevant data can 

be taken into an account from year 2014. Probably the most important fact is the 

significant increase in months June and September that is logical, because in 

September the school year starts and in June it ends. The busiest month is 

definitely January so far that can be caused by the fact that school year is in its half. 

Currently there is a constant drop in attendance, but the CMS is implemented for a 

very short period, so this will probably take an effect after a much longer time. 

2.3.3 Survey 

The survey made for teachers about handling with new CMS based on manual that 

is further described in chapter 2.2.5 of this thesis has the following results. A total 

number of teachers within ZŠ Horská organisation was involved in this survey; 

which means nine respondents. The other employees were not involved due to 
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organizational reasons. There follows the set of figures representing the results of 

each question stated as the figure name followed by a final conclusion. 

Fig. 10 Do you consider CMS implementation as a good progress for the web? 

Fig. 11 Do you consider the UI as simple and synoptic? 

Fig. 12 How long did you take to orientate yourself throughout the CMS? 

Fig. 13 Are you satisfied with the functions of the CMS? 
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Fig. 14 How do you proceed in writing a new post? 

Fig. 15 You prefer inserting photos:  

Fig. 16 Is the commentary system in Guestbook clear, understandable and simple? 

Fig. 17 What is the biggest benefit of the CMS? 
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Fig. 18 Will you use the CMS for the web contribution by yourself? 

Fig. 19 How often do you plan to contribute/are you contributing? 

The first question is also the one with the clearest answer. All respondents think 

that implementing the CMS to the web was a positive progress for the web. The 

user interface was also accepted positively - definitely by six respondents and 

rather yes by the remaining three of all. This same (very positive) ratio is also in 

the case of questions four and seven - respondents agree with the simplicity and 

clarity of Guestbook comments system and they are satisfied with the functions of 

new CMS in general. 

Only two questions got one "cannot judge" answer and in both cases they concern 

single functions of the CMS that indicates the questions in survey are clear. The 

"other" option was chosen two times by only two respondents (four answers in 

total). One of these additional answers was to the question number six that is 

about inserting photos. The filled answer was "I would rather not insert photos" 

that is negatively interesting while the website with photo gallery is the one 

usually with the biggest attendance. The question six is also the one most 

inconsistent - as the only one it has all possible answers chosen by at least one 

respondent (other questions have at least one answer remained unselected). 

The most inconsistent question is the final one that is very interesting, because 

despite the fact that respondents agreed in the importance, simplicity, convenience 
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and overall positive influence of the new CMS, they are not so united in its usage 

and so the frequency of their own contributing. The most of them share is the plan 

of contributing twice a month and once a year or less often, two of them twice a 

semester and only one of them wants to contribute once a week or more often. 
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Conclusion 

As the conclusion I would like firstly summarize whole thesis. The main goal of this 

thesis was to collect data about various ways of implementing CMS with an 

intension to make CMS for particular school. For the theoretical part I have studied 

many sources, mainly electronic, but I also get some information from printed 

ones. I tried to withdraw the most important issues from all these sources that are 

related to the topic and assignment of the thesis. As it had concluded from all of 

these theoretical studies, the best choice of CMS for ZŠ Horská was to install 

existing CMS WordPress and adjust it as much as possible. This issue is further 

described in the practical part of this thesis and so shows the second of this thesis’ 

greatest benefits - the real CMS on real websites implementation. 

In the future, I would like to develop the CMS much further. For example, the roles 

and their competences will be nice to be adjusted more, because this needs some 

more time to show the particular needs in this matter. Also the plugin NextGEN 

Gallery is not absolutely perfect in many ways: new galleries do not appear in the 

news feed and there are only names of albums instead of individual galleries in 

particular sites. For the future, it will be suitable to find other plugin, or adjust core 

codes of the existing one. Also, after some more time, there is a plan to make 

regular backups of the web for the case of problems with hosting storage. 

It is also planned to eliminate at least some of the remaining negatives from Auto-

Evaluating Assistant that were previously described in my Bachelor's thesis [6]: 

"school evaluation results – on the web there should be accessible the results of 

school’s educational process mainly by the Czech school inspection; subscription – 

there should be a possibility of subscribing for example RSS channel for getting 

news by interested people; free access to information – all the published 

information should be actual and in a publically accessible form – for example 

(X)HTML or an OpenDocument". 

These are actually not such a problem for the type of school ZŠ Horská is. There 

should be definitely the results from school inspection, but it is only a matter of 

time to fulfil this, because it is nothing complicated from the coding point of view. 

The possibility of subscription RSS channel is quite useless for such a small 
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organisation, I think, so it is not even planned to enable this yet. Actually, the only 

real problem remaining is the free information access issue. Unfortunately, it 

depends mainly on web contributors to eliminate this. However, the WYSIWYG 

editor that is included in WordPress basic installation and supports copying from 

MS Word could help to fix this problem a lot in the future. 

To sum up, the practical use of my work is a fact that the base of right, successful 

and appropriate web has been created. For ZŠ Horská it means a significant 

progress in the way of their internet presentation. It is only the matter of time 

when the contributors take their opportunity, spread this to the wider range of ZŠ 

Horská employees and contribute often. If succeed in this, the vision of perfect 

school web will be fulfilled. 
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Appendix 2 - CD-ROM 

There follow the names of files stored on attached CD-ROM on the last page of this 

thesis. These are the ones created for the particular ZŠ Horská template and some 

that have been only adjusted. All of them are currently on the webhosting. 

Template files Core (adjusted) files 

Images comment.php 

bck_class.png favicon.ico 

body.png nggallery.css 

header.png wp-comments-post.php 

menu.png 

menu2.png 

menu3.png 

nggallery 

album-compact-zshorska.php 

404.php 

category.php 

comments.php 

favicon.ico 

footer.php 

functions.php 

header.php 

index.php 

page.php 

reset.css 

sidebar.php 

single.php 

style.css 


